
Heartland CISMA steering committee, 1/25/17, 10am-noon, Circle B Bar Reserve 
agenda 

 Round robin updates, inc. tropical nutrush- does anyone have anything to share? 
a. Welcome Kateri- is she able/willing to take on social media (please, please!)? yes  
b. Tropical nutrush is most relevant if Erik Egensteiner is there. Previous meeting’s notes 

mentioned he’d “surveyed with Alex, found 100 acres infested around Lake Kissimmee 
(along Zipprer Canal, Rosalie Creek), and it was the same plant he’d noticed 5+ years ago 
and asked for ID (but no one could ID at the time).” Erik also reported at Rolling Meadows 
under cypress- notes that it likes shade, and he said Other places to look: Lake Walk-in-
Water, Tiger. Question would be if anything has happened since last meeting. No New 
updates, but Mike suggested you get with Daniele Kirkland who is out of his office or Mike 
can reach out to her.   

 FLEPPC Education grant app due this Friday, 1/27 ($1K) and FLEPPC CISMA grant app due 2/17 
($1500) Probably not going to have anything ready for the submission deadline of Friday for the 
education grant, but might have stuff together for the CISMA grant. 

a. Tabitha said she would write proposal for CISMA grant (through LEAD) and ask Shannon to 
write for Education grant this is still in the works, they are going to try for the CISMA grant. 
Shannon is working with IFAS to put together a 25-30 page book for lake front owners. This 
book would be offered for sale through IFAS book store, but the grant money would go to 
buying a bulk number of book for free dispersal. Get with Shannon for more info.  

b. Tabitha: $100 for SwampGirl during NISAW, Don’t Let It Loose stickers or Lance Armstrong-
like wristbands Money would not be available in time for NISAW, but Tabitha is still planning 
on having swamp girl regardless of not having the money.   

c. Question would be: is this done and is any help needed? Shannon will need feedback on 
her list of species she is planning on including in the booklet. She will email list for 
Steering committee review.  

 FNAI invasive/native look-a-likes ID workshop 2/2/17 
a. Sold out, Prioritizing land managers and contractors for sign-up (Greg J. handling), BYO lunch 

Shannon has one ticket willing to give up if its still ok if she “crashes” the event 
b. Question: need anything for it? (shouldn’t since Greg J handling)  Mike is coordinating 

with Greg to get plants.  

 Prioritizing control species for FWC funding- I checked with Greg J about progress- still to be done. 
Will keep posted. 

 National Invasive Species Awareness Week (NISAW) 2017 (U 2/26-S 3/4)- below from previous 
meeting: 

a. SwampGirl presentation in PM at Circle B about invasive animals/Don’t Let It Loose/EPAD- 
Question: is there an announcement to share via CISMA email list? This is still happening, I 
ask Tabitha to get you the announcement to share with CISMA email list. She said she 
would.  

b. From previous meeting- Question: what’s status of these and does anyone need anything?: 
i. Stickers? yes 

ii. Display board at Bok Tower in Discover Cart no one remembers what this was 
iii. Have a conversation with your family about [invasive species] for kids circle B is 

adding invasives stuff to send home stuff for kids  
iv. Cody- presentation or Lakeville at schools No progress 



v. Also, Wednesday Weed Warriors pulling Caesarweed at circle B- another question: 
are they still doing this now (and should I put in next CISMA email?) amazing, yes 
please keep in CISMA email  
Additional things folks are doing during NISAW 
Feb 9th, Bartow Library, Invasive Species talk by Kathy, open to public Kathy will 
forward you the announcement 
Feb 13th Mike is talking with Boy Scout troop about invasive plants  
Feb 18th Mike will be hosting the Boy Scouts at Circle B for a work day 
Feb 23rd Shannon will be teaching the Invasive species section of the master 
gardeners class of Polk County  
Feb 25th Cody will be giving a talk at DWP regarding Invasive species and also 
hosting a week long educational display in the class room 
 

 Annual workshop plans for 2017 (W 4/19)- check up on who’s asked who and does anyone have a 
specific time they need in the schedule? Show draft schedule, count # of talks needed (depending 
on if that schedule works or if people want to start/end at different times)No one had specific 
time requested, I suggested they follow up with you directly to get time slots for contacts  

a. Mike Garden of Evil planning on doing it, but says might not be as good this year since his 
plant contact is moving and is being forced to get rid of all his plants.  

b. Field ID alternating with Garden of Evil during breakout times with Tabitha and perhaps 
Gaye and/or Laura Morris from Mosaic on tram- Tabitha will ask (Tabitha does not have 
contact info, will email you) 

c. Steve Orzell talk?- Tabitha to ask (Kateri will ask, but we need a topic first. Kateri will 
follow up with you)  

d. Steve Richards talk about pre-emergent treatment post-burn- Cathy did ask and either she 
or he will do this talk she will confirm with him  

e. Deb Stone about EZJect/Chris Matson and Nancy Bissett’s son about McGyvering- Cheryl did 
ask- Deb could possibly tag-team about EZJect, but not enough for whole talk. Got Nancy’s 
son’s contact info- looks possible but still checking 

f. Greg J- EDRR ID and pencil in prioritization of Heartland CISMA FWC-funded control 
projects- Cheryl will keep in touch- he’s definitely in for EDRR ID and possible about 
prioritization, depending on if there’s progress on that by then (will nudge) 

g. USDA & Forestry- insect topic of choice- who was going to ask about this? Bob will look 
into this  

h. Laurel wilt disease and genetics- Erik will ask Lake Alfred IFAS researcher might not be 
available do to UF meeting conflict   

i. Capybara/nutria talk- ??- can Shannon ask about this? Shannon not sure who to contact 
about this, but will look into it. she will follow up w you  

j. Jeff Lacuda about hogs- Mike will ask 
k. Managing range invasives- Tabitha will ask Bridget(Carlisle), Ned Waters, Jennifer Heller 

about contact (bob, shannon and Tabitha are reaching out, no IFAS folks available)  
l. Cabbage palm pathogen and potential impact on natives- Tabitha will ask(Shannon has IFAS 

contact)  
m. Dr. Bill Holler core talk= Mike will ask mike has not ask, he was waiting to hear if we 

needed a core talk 
n. Monkey talk by UF researcher- Cheryl emailed her, hasn’t heard back yet 
o. Brazilian pepper biocontrol (if ready for showtime)- Cathy will ask cathy will follow up with 

Jim 



p. SwampGirl/EPAD- Tabitha will ask Tabitha has not, but will ask 
q. Impacts of invasives on wildlife- ? Cheryl was this supposed to be you?  
r. Cheryl looked up online contact for CEUs and asked Shannon to contact Cody agreed to do 

CEUs this year. Shannon suggested we need to get them in sooner so we have 
confirmation sooner.  

s. Annual workshop sponsors: do same as last year?  
i. Helena Chemical $200- Cody asked (passed the buck onto Kateri) 

ii. Groundlevel $200- Tabitha asked yes she will ask again  
iii. Kissimmee Valley Forester $???- Tabitha asked yes she will ask again  
iv. Kleinfelder $200- Cheryl asked- can do again 
v. Earthbalance $???- Cheryl asked- can do again 

vi. Southeastern Chemtreat/Kestrel- on back burner, didn’t do 
vii. Natural Resources planning services- no one offered to ask 352-588-2580 san 

Antonio office suggestion from Bob   
viii. Possibly dunkin d or starbucks will donate coffee 

t. Annual workshop door prizes: do same as last year?  
i. Trina- Lake Kissimmee State Park, Bok Tower Gardens 

ii. Brendan- APAFR (kateri will ask) 
iii. Mike- plants possibly 
iv. Helena Chemical- Cody (kateri will ask)  
v. Kateri will look into the local native plant society.  

 Exotic Pet Amnesty Day plans for 2017- S 5/6- talk about idea of transporting animals? (or just 
idea for future?) Cody gave an update 

 Fall 2017- Mike Sowinski wants ½ day for Ludwigia ID 
a. John Kunzer is up for being speaker & leading field ID 
b. Late Sept-early Oct best- need to set date next time- how to do? Mike ask John and 

Tabitha? Or Doodle poll and make sure works for John, Mike, Tabitha? Tabitha and Mike 
will coordinate to find a date and follow up with you.  

 Annual report- do one? Last year Sarah helped me make infographic of sorts- is this useful? Can do 
if is helpful 

 Participate/help organize- Fall 2017 rangeland (work with Society for Range Management, Shannon: 
livestock agents group) tabled since Shannon had to leave early an no one else knew about this 

 Fall 2017 restoration/Fall grass ID workshop 2017 wanted to table until 2018 

 2017/2018 lygodium we had been waiting to hear from Dr. Enloe on whether or not he would be 
hosting them.  

 Fall 2018 public land management (with ROW, utilities)- ask Greg Jubinsky for help, can work with 
Tim Allen of DOT likes the idea, wants to keep this on the list.  

 Doodle poll to set February date to be sent out  

Let me know if you need more clarification.  


